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About CPAG 

Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG) works to prevent and relieve poverty among children in 

the UK. 

We have particular expertise in the functioning of the social security system through our 

welfare rights, training and policy work. We author and publish The Welfare Rights Handbook 

(the annual authoritative guide to social security in the UK), provide specialist advice to first 

tier advisors through a telephone and email service, and are currently providing frontline 

welfare rights advice to food bank users in Tower Hamlets.  

CPAG s Ea l  Wa i g System (EWS) collects case study evidence from advisors across the UK 

on the impacts of welfare reform (operational since 2013 in Scotland and initiated in 2016 for 

the rest of the UK, with an exclusive focus on universal credit).  

We act as secretariat for the National Association of Welfare Rights Workers and are 

currently chair of the voluntary sector Social Security Consortium.  

In putting together this submission we have drawn on all these sources of information, and in 

particular, on case studies from the Scotland and UK EWS and clients we have seen at our 

foodbank advice project in Tower Hamlets. 

  

Summary of key concerns 

CPAG very much welcomes the Co ittee s decision to continue its inquiry into the 

functioning and impacts of universal credit (UC). We have collected a growing number of 

cases relating to the questions asked under this inquiry. These point to certain in-built 

problems of UC – principally the six-week waiting period, during which some households 

exhaust available crisis support and others find that debt accumulates and/or existing 

repayment arrangements cannot be honoured, leading to the risk of homelessness and 

spiralling arrears.   

Our findings also indicate that there is a high level of confusion and error in the 

implementation of UC so far. This confusion is found among those responsible for UC itself 

and also staff managing other benefits such as employment and support allowance (ESA) and 

housing benefit (HB).  

Incorrect decisions and advice mean that people are told to claim the wrong benefit, or are 

refused benefits to which they should be entitled.  This can leave people without income for 

weeks or months while the question of which benefit they should be on is resolved, and they 

a e ot al a s g a ted a kdated pa e ts fo  o ths of lost i o e, putti g lai a ts  
health, and their homes, at risk.  

There are also cases of UC claimants being wrongly denied certain elements, in particular the 

housing element, due to error or due to incorrect demands for particular forms of evidence, 

or to claims being wrongly closed or simply disappearing in the system. In one case (set out 

below) the benefit cap was incorrectly applied to a claimant in work. 

In answer to specific questions posed by the Work and Pensions Committee - 



 

How long are people waiting for their Universal Credit claim to be processed, and 

what impact is this having on them? 

 

We are concerned that the standard six week waiting period for payment of UC is very 

difficult for claimants who have come either from a legacy benefit (paid two-weekly in 

arrears) or a job which pays weekly or two weekly. These claimants do not have the requisite 

buffer of income to keep them going during the waiting period and this has resulted in 

families having to turn to local welfare assistance or foodbanks and also led to eviction 

proceedings being instigated where people with rent arrears have been unable to keep to an 

existing repayment arrangement. 

 

For example, in a Scotland EWS case  – 

 

 A client with a young family is being taken to court for eviction because he could not 

maintain the payment arrangement he had with his housing association for existing rent 

arrears while he was waiting for the first payment of UC. He had been in short term 

weekly employment, so had no savings to fall back on while he was waiting. 

 

 A client waiting for his first payment of UC has been refused a short-term advance or 

Scottish Welfare Fund crisis grant. He is unable to move from temporary accommodation 

into his permanent tenancy because he doesn't have any money to furnish it, get the 

utilities connected or to buy food. The client had been on UC before but this stopped when 

he moved into work.   

 

 A woman applied for UC on her release from prison and has been waiting seven weeks for 

payments. She has exhausted her maximum allocation of foodbank parcels and the 

maximum number of Scottish welfare fund crisis grants while waiting. 

 

In addition, we have been presented with a number of cases where confusion on the part of 

HB departments and DWP staff working on ESA and UC has led to delay in claims for UC or for 

legacy benefits. 

 

For example, in these Scotland EWS cases - 

 

 A young couple with two small children have been left with very little income for five 

months, and substantial rent arrears, as they were repeatedly incorrectly advised that 

they were not entitled to UC. Initially their claims were not accepted and they were 

advised to claim tax credits, but this was refused as the couple live in a full service area. 

After three months a claim was accepted but immediately erroneously closed. There are 

no grounds for backdating UC for the three month period before the claim was accepted. 

Up until now the clients have relied on family assistance, but they now have no money.  

 

 A couple with two children were incorrectly refused UC on the basis that one of the 

partners is under 18. The family were due to get their first payment in two weeks, have 

very little income in the meantime and have been asked to pay back the short term 

advance they received. 



 

 Two clients claimed income-related ESA after their area became a full service area. Their 

claims progressed as far as ESA50 forms before being refused. They then claimed UC but 

were unable to claim benefits to cover the gap before ESA was refused.  

 

In addition, in cases presented to the UK EWS –  

 

 A single person in the support group of ESA moved from Westminster to Southwark (a full 

service UC area) in May 2016. She claimed HB in Southwark but was refused on the basis 

that she needed to claim UC. However, ESA told her she ould t lai  UC so she did t, 

and she was then passed back and forth between ESA and UC whilst building up rent 

arrears of over £5,000, which led to eviction proceedings being instigated by her landlord. 

The DWP eventually admitted official error but UC was only paid from October 2016 

leaving her without benefit for a period of five months. 

 

 A single woman in receipt of ESA and personal independence payment was moved to a UC full 

ser i e area a d as told y the HB depart e t that she ould t lai  HB u less the UC 
department confirmed that she was not eligible for UC. Conversely, she was told by the ESA 

department that she could claim HB as moving to new area is not a change of circumstances. 

This led to a delay in her claim for UC.  

 

 In three separate cases, claimants in gateway areas were advised by the ESA department to 

claim UC whilst challenging ESA work capability assessment (WCA) decisions. This was despite 

the fact that they did not fit the gateway conditions. 

 

 An adviser in a full service area reported that a number of service users were having the 

following problem: they failed the WCA whilst on income-related ESA and, following a 

mandatory reconsideration, were entitled to claim ESA whilst an appeal was pending. 

Ho e er, this as refused y the ESA depart e t o  the erro eous asis that it ould t e 
reinstated in a full service area. This is wrong as, although being in the UC full service area 

would preclude a new claim for ESA, in the case of someone who is appealing, their existing 

ESA claim is simply reinstated. 

 

 Similarly, another adviser reported a case where a client who was challenging an ESA decision 

moved in with a partner who was on UC in a gateway area. The appeal succeeded but the 

DWP refused to reinstate the ESA even though he did not fulfil the gateway conditions. 

In our view these problems point to the need to reconsider the default six-week wait for first 

payments, or at least to consider further options for mitigation,  but also an urgent need for 

more thorough training of both UC staff and those administering other benefits, particularly 

ESA, around eligibility and transitional arrangements. It is clear that existing guidance, 

training and support have not adequately prepared staff for the range of situations they now 

encounter. 



 

Has Universal Credit improved the accuracy of payments? 

 

We have seen many cases where universal credit claims have been incorrectly assessed for a 

wide variety of reasons, suggesting an urgent need for training of UC staff. 

 

Cases from our Scotland EWS include - 

 

 A lone parent with three children who is having ongoing problems with her UC 

- she did not receive the housing element at all for three months for which she should have 

done 

- her award did not change for the assessment period after she notified the birth of her 

third child 

- the bedroom tax  continued to be applied after she notified the birth of her third child 

despite the home no longer being under occupied 

- wildly varying deductions (£16-£96) have been applied to her award with no explanation 

as to why.  

 

 A client received a nil award of UC because she received a one off lump sum payment out of 

her occupational pension pot and DWP erroneously treated it as income instead of capital.  

 

 A claimant was a joint tenant with his wife. She left and he notified Jobcentre Plus who then 

sent a note to his UC account saying, erroneously, that he was going to be entitled to half as 

much help with his housing costs. 

 

 A client who recently lost his wife and has cognitive difficulties is having deductions taken 

from his UC award with no explanation. It is suspected this may relate to the joint ESA claim 

that he had with his wife, but no-one can confirm this despite numerous contacts with the UC 

helpline and DWP debt management team.  

 

 A client claimed UC pending a mandatory reconsideration of an ESA decision. The client won 

his appeal, but instead of awarding arrears of the limited capability for work-component, the 

DWP said they would issue a UC50 and pay from the date the form was issued. The DWP 

admitted their error after the matter was escalated and the monies were duly awarded.   

 

In addition, in these Tower Hamlets food bank cases – 

 

 A client rang the UC department to say he had got a job and the DWP immediately closed 

his case without waiting to see how the job turned out and without any notification to the 

claimant. He worked for Deliveroo and his wages fluctuated over a period so that he was 

entitled at some times but not others.  

 

 A client was caring for her younger brother but the UC department erroneously refused to 

add him to the claim as she was not in receipt of child benefit, even though this is not 

determinative. The client was placed in the wrong conditionality group as a result (she 

should only have been subject to work-focused interviews). She was then sanctioned for 

failing to carry out worksearch requirements and refused hardship payments. 



 

 

We have also come across a number of cases where clients have been disadvantaged by 

i a u ate i fo atio  as to thei  ea ed i o e f o  HMRC s Real Ti e I fo atio  RTI . 
 

For example, in a Scotland EWS case - 

 

 The client claimed UC as he had not been paid by his employer for three months, but was 

told that he was not entitled because RTI provided by HMRC stated that he had been paid. 

The client denies this and presented information that would appear to corroborate this. 

The DWP erroneously stated that, even if he wasn't paid, he would not be entitled to UC as 

they are bound by the RTI information.  

 

In addition, in a Tower Hamlets foodbank case - 

 

 A lie t as disallo ed UC o  asis of i a urate i for atio  fro  HMRC s RTI. Al ost 
£4,000 in wages from two different companies were wrongly attributed to him. The client 

has lost weight as a result of having no money for food. After representations including 

evidence from one of the companies involved showing that the wages were paid to 

someone else with a similar name and national insurance number, the decision was 

changed. 

 

Again these findings indicate an urgent need for improved training and backstopping for UC staff to 

ensure that claimants receive the amounts to which they are entitled. More intensive efforts by DWP 

are also needed to monitor the accuracy of decisions and payments, with an urgent response put in 

place when errors are identified. This should involve both rapid correction of individual errors and, 

where a particular error is found to be occurring on a frequent basis, a wider audit of similar cases to 

ensure that they have been handled correctly, and specific training or communication to staff. 

 

Have claimants reported making a new claim for Universal Credit, and then found that 

the system has not registered their claim correctly? 

 

We have come across a number of cases where online lai s fo  UC ha e disappea ed  or 

ee  lo ked   ea lie  lai s, suggesting that there are technical problems with the way 

that claims are registered.  

 

For example, in these Scotland EWS cases - 

 

 A client with poor mental health, who was at risk of suicide, tried to claim UC after he 

lost his job but the DWP deleted his claim twice, by mistake.  

 

 A clie t s o li e lai  for UC disappeared.  The adviser was told by DWP that a 

u er of lai s spo ta eously o ust.  The client submitted a new claim but lost 

a week of UC because there was no record of the earlier claim.  

 

 A client had difficulty making an online claim for UC. He tried five times and then again 

with assistance from his local Jobcentre, but he did not receive an appointment. The 



 

adviser was told that his first claim had been blocked  subsequently blocking  all of 

his later claims. The first claim had to be deleted and he was then able to submit 

another claim three hours later.  

 

 When her ESA stopped, a client tried to claim UC as her area was now a full service 

area. After trying to get through on the phone for an hour, an adviser assisted the 

client to make a claim online as the client had no access to the internet.  Eight days 

later, the DWP said they had no record of her claim and that it had 'probably got lost 

in the cloud.'  

 

It is clear, from what DWP staff have told these claimants, that it is fairly commonplace for 

claims to simply disappear. The IT problems causing this need to be urgently resolved and 

backdating of entitlement made available to claimants who experience this problem. Until 

these can be resolved, particular checks and procedures ought to be put in place where a 

vulnerable claimant has made a claim, to ensure that the claim is still on the system and that 

it is immediately restored if it disappears. 

 

What impact is Universal Credit having on rent arrears, what effect is this having on 

landlords and claimants, and how could the situation be improved? 

 

We have seen a large number of cases where there have been considerable delays with the 

award of the housing element of universal credit which have, in some cases, led to 

possession proceedings being instigated. These delays are for a number of reasons ranging 

from simple administrative difficulties through to widespread confusion as to the rules of 

entitlement on the part of UC decision makers. 

 

For example, in these Scotland EWS cases - 

 

 A client was threatened with eviction because housing costs were not included in her UC 

award for over three months after she moved from a full service area to a live service 

area. The DWP kept saying that they were trying to establish whether or not her new 

postcode could be included in their system, but that they could not pay housing costs in 

the meantime. Housing costs were eventually included in her award but she is still 

awaiting payment for the arrears.  

 

 A lone parent claimed UC and received a payment, however it did not include her housing 

costs. Both she and the local authority have provided all the information they have been 

asked for in relation to the tenancy. She has phoned Jobcentre Plus numerous times but is 

unable to get through or when she does, she is told they can't help her.  

 

 A client who lives in a caravan claimed UC but he was not paid housing costs as Jobcentre 

Plus failed to include them in the claim. They then lost his tenancy agreement and rent 

book which he had sent to them by recorded delivery. In addition, the DWP asked for 

evidence of who owns the land although it was not clear why this would be relevant. 

 

In addition, in these UK EWS cases – 



 

 A student was on UC in a full service area. His housing payments had stopped two months 

previously without notification. He had been told several times that this was due to DWP 

error and that the payments would be reinstated immediately but that did t happe . He 
then received an email saying that it would be up to 28 days before his housing element 

would be restored. He had also been refused a payment on account because he had been 

on UC for several months. Meanwhile his rent arears were mounting. 

 

 A client was in a guardia  property  (where people are given licenses to stay in properties 

that are awaiting redevelopment). The UC department delayed paying his housing costs 

element for two months because, they said, the position was o pli ated . There was no 

obvious reason for this as he had a legal rent agreement.  The client had been signed off 

sick and was no longer looking for work due to the stress of the situation and his fear of 

eviction – he did t ha e u h prote tio  agai st this as a licensee. 

 

 A client was part of couple on legacy benefits including HB and child tax credit. He started 

work and wanted to claim working tax credit but was told by HB that he would need to 

claim UC as he was in a full service area. He claimed UC and was then subjected to the 

benefit cap. When he queried this, he was wrongly told by UC that everyone on UC was 

su je t to the ap hether orki g or ot . The client had sufficient earnings to be 

exempt from the cap. 

In addition, we have come across a number of cases where UC staff have told claimants they 

will only accept a recent tenancy agreement, although there is nothing in the relevant 

legislation or guidance which requires this. We are concerned that this requirement may lead 

to people seeking a new tenancy agreement and perhaps forfeiting longstanding rights 

associated with the original agreement. In addition, in Scotland, a new tenancy regime is 

being introduced and this practice could lead to tenants being migrated to the new regime 

unintentionally. 

 

For example, in this Scotland EWS case - 

 When a client tried to claim housing costs in UC, she was advised that the DWP would only 

accept a lease that was three years old or less. She had signed her tenancy agreement in 

1999 and it had continue to renew itself in accordance with Scottish housing law ever 

since without the need for a further agreement.  

 

Also, in this UK EWS case – 

 

 A client had claimed UC in a gateway area but was advised that no housing costs could be 

paid unless has she had a rent agreement dated within the last three months. She was 

also incorrectly advised that there was no appeal against this. The landlord in this case 

was threatening eviction.  

 

Another area of concern is confusion on the part of claimants as to how the housing element 

operates, suggesting that they are receiving inadequate information from the DWP. 



 

 

For example, in this UK EWS case - 

 A single parent with two children was migrated to UC from income support and HB when 

she was housed in temporary accommodation in a UC full service area. When she filled in 

her claim for UC, she failed to tick the box for housing costs as she was under the 

impression they would still e o ered y HB a d so did t thi k she eeded to. As a 
consequence, she built up rent arrears of £7,000 and received a notice seeking possession 

from her landlord. The DWP is refusing to pay the housing element for the period in 

question as they say it s the lie t s fault it has t been paid. The client saw a jobcentre 

adviser three times during that period but nothing was said about the housing element. A 

request for mandatory reconsideration has been unsuccessful and we are assisting with an 

appeal. 

In addition, in this Scotland EWS case – 

 

 A client's UC claim included his personal allowance and the housing element. He was 

unaware that part of the payment was intended to cover his rent and therefore did not 

make payments to his landlord accordingly. He has accrued over £1,000 arrears, having 

never been in rent arrears before. He has now received a notice of eviction proceedings 

from his housing association. He has now been supported to make a repayment 

arrangement. This was one of two identical cases the adviser had seen in the same week.   

 

Again it is clear that training provided to date has not effectively equipped all UC staff with 

the knowledge they need in the area of housing in particular. Recurring issues, such as 

claimants being asked for very recent tenancy agreements which could put their housing 

security at risk, need to be addressed urgently and clarity provided to all UC staff on 

evidentiary requirements for the housing element.  

 

We also suggest that it should be strongly communicated to jobcentre staff that they need to 

check each claim carefully as to whether housing costs have been included and ensure the 

box is ticked where appropriate – with checks from management. Claimants are currently 

bearing the brunt of a confusing change to the system.  

 

 

Does Universal Credit provide people in emergency temporary accommodation with 

the support they need, and how could this be improved? 

 

Under UC, claimants housed in temporary accommodation have their housing element 

assessed under local housing allowance (LHA) rates which will often be at a much lower level 

than the actual rent charged leading to inevitable rent arrears. 

 

For example, in these two Scotland EWS cases - 

 

 A client on UC built up substantial arrears in temporary accommodation. His UC housing 

element was £283 per month, but his rent was £1,600 per month.  



 

 

 Due to a delay in being rehoused by the local authority when he became homeless, a 

client's claim for HB stopped while he was staying temporarily with his friend. By the time 

he was offered temporary accommodation by the local authority, it had become a full 

service area and he had to claim UC, with the housing element capped at LHA levels.   

 

We recommend that LHA rates be disapplied in the case of emergency temporary 

accommodation and that for claimants in these circumstances, full rent costs ought to be 

payable under UC. 

 

Conclusion 

 

We believe that these cases indicate an urgent need for intensive training for staff in both UC 

and other benefit teams at department and local authority level. These staff have to deal 

with a huge volume of complex new rules and guidelines in the move to UC, made more 

complex by the existence of different rules governing the live and full service. They are also 

being required to take decisions in areas outside their previous experience, for example UC 

staff may not be familiar with the full range of possible tenancy and housing arrangements, 

which a specialist housing benefit office might have known about. It is our impression that 

training made available so far has been broad and lacking the necessary depth and detail 

which a transition of this scale and complexity requires.  

This conclusion is amplified by reports from other advice organisations, housing associations 

and local authorities working with universal credit claimants which tend to echo our findings.
1
  

This April, several new sets of regulations are due to come into force - including the very 

complex provisions on limiting the child element to two children and cuts in benefit to those 

who are claiming on the basis of incapacity - and we are anxious that this will lead to further 

confusion and error. Since 2013, the DWP, wisely in our view, has delayed the roll out of 

universal credit, rather than rush it. Similarly, we believe the department should satisfy itself 

that a thorough and detailed programme of training is in place, and the impact of the six-

week wait is thoroughly assessed, as universal credit is rolled out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1
 See fo  e a ple Waiting for Credit , Citize s Ad i e 5; Universal Credit Progress Update , ARCH a d NFA 

2016; letter from Great Yarmouth foodbank to Damian Green 2016; reports of concerns from Great Yarmouth 

Borough Council 2016. 

http://www.citizensadvicebanes.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Waiting-for-Credit.pdf
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj1p-mIn9vSAhXMzVQKHfYZBoUQFgggMAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.almos.org.uk%2Finclude%2FgetDoc.php%3Fdid%3D7759%26fid%3D9105&usg=AFQjCNFrTxR8mFZMFuObr-0B0MkWqThhOg&sig2=Usk3lP6RB2fzwtetSS1k1Q&bvm=bv.149397726,bs.1,d.d24
http://www.greatyarmouthfoodbank.co.uk/letter-sent-damian-green-dwp/
https://www.localgov.co.uk/Council-voices-deep-concerns-over-roll-out-of-Universal-Credit/42087
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